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Introduction'

_e elephant has been,greatlyoVert.The stoty of the six blind men wit

used. Perhaps, one reason lies in the fact that it 'continues to provide a

dramatic and vivid analogy for a frequently recurring phenamenon. As ehe
- -,-

-----

. ,

complexity and size of our organizati increase, we have become accustomed

..
to people holding a wide spectrum of perc tions about the 'neture of the

part r agency with which they are dealAig. This is not enythe less

true whqn dealing with ERIC, a system (of so- s) of wide variety ind many
- .

..--

... , .

'- contacepdints -- a system intended for greatiy divergent user groups with
..--

1-4'm

a wide range of purposeg4ot-their use ---e7system:iof diffuse and global''_

goals On the national level and great diverkity of specific objectives among

the various component parts.

Obviously then, with suns a degree of differentiation in the ERIC system,

there must be a strong impetus to'"earch for integrative devices -- ways to

encompass and comprehend this vast and sprawling young giant withoutNinhibit-
.

in' the flexibility an experimentation necessary .for continued growth. The

dypqm1c tension between the need for greatex integration and the'opposing

need for continued differentiation provides Ole backdrop for this paper. 'At,

the moment the decentralized character of the system seems- the dominant fee-

tor. Efforts to understand and control, much less direct, growth of the

system suffer tram an overbalancing toward the "differentiation red of the

scale.

.

:7
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Neither suggestidh is totally new. Various ap

ERIC system to the user ex

f Central ERIC entitled, How to Use ERIC, ii

scribed as a "system with four levels". (p. 5)

One _

-oachesTto describe the

ent example As the undated publicatioi

hich the ERIC system is d

This dilagram is provided below.
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'
t':OrIGagernmental level is representedQby CentrekEEIC-4 ,

dei,;,Y0olicy=isetter, and monitor) ,-._1.'The second or non-
nrofit1.evel is madeun of.tbd-16-Cleeringhouseelocatea at_uni-

_

vereitiever professional societies The thirtlor-commerial
-, level cons±bts of the centralized facilities for managing the

-databiae-Adeting out,publishe&produCts, making microfiche,
aid reprodncidg, documents. 'Fourth are the users 'who receive the
benefit of dese

The four Ieveli presented are

a

.

ot _really erarchicar\as the word- "levels"

might suggest. Th diagram seems purposefully-to have been 'presented horizon--

.tally rather than vertically to-prevemt such a misconception.- Further, I van-

ture to:suggest,tbis description fails to provide 1a useful framework for .(3m,

prehending the ERIC system either from the Viewp4t of the user, the standing.

.

-
order customer, the clearinghoude staff, and perhaps even from CentraVERIC

itself. ,The viewpoint seems library-like with heavy emphasis on materials,

their acqUiAtion and processing, rather than services for the user.

A satewh t different Systed articulation/of tihe ERIC tetw'ork will be

preson_ed.in this paper as a more helpful framework for comprehending the

system from a variety 8tpers ntives -- that-of the funder, the tanager, the

-taff, and the user.

The second suggestion derives

--ription of the

the first. Given a satisfactory de-

m, systematic tchniques for data gathering about use

in a management information system f amework can be devised. The many use

studies by and for ERIC have provided gross figures on use, uses, and user

but they lack comyaabiliry and they lack inherent directions for mahagtbent.

A good management information system will provide data for decision making at

all levels of the ERIC system. A tentative description and method of develo0-

ing an appropriate management infor atio system will be presented.
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,-,- of ihe:t oa1e. A.

Pirst, it may.be-hpipfal to discuss some prior decisions that were usea-.

r7 before developing:"anAlternative framework .- The first concern was whether
.,- . !-:-

. -
._ . .

should teLeonceived as :a purveyor of products or.whethet ERIC's primary .
.

., .

fon was te,provide senvicese'- A second contern focuse on the standing

o

4

demcesteMer:, 'Were there advantages(io seeing them'as embers-of the ERIC
,

_tem rather than cuatemere. only'who stood Outside the boundaries of the ERIC
..

, . x
....

-A third problem Centered oh the clearinghouses with their dual fiic.

- ,1' .

. i

'if:on% That should-be:the primac:Jallegiance the clearinghouse -- to-the
. .

--hetlemal interest coOmenity,or-te: the local geo raphic camunity. Given that
.

.4

.
L .. . .

b0 h ate important, what reorientation& should take place and/or wiC con-

flict -hi- b faresforeseen and prevented? The fourth problem concerne ,the hier -

troy

- ,4

4

there was iiaUte tp conceiving a single hierarchy for the ERIC system,
.

a g .. _

14hat were the appropriate levels and what were tbe unique responsibilities'of

each of these levels? Finally, how were the system elements related in the

network? What degree of independence/devdence should each element ye?

k Ey-eLtgftvdi,§f,Im of SelLLce. Current management theor has

become increasingly results-oriented rather than actiVToriented. (For,a

good overview of current arguments on this topic, see Waldhrt, Thomas J.,



enient anted:-Management,-fie'Academic-=Libratis
_ e

b_arianship,,4(Septem er_:197.8).,,2097211,-i- ,I6,the:,mera

;,activity oriented view of management, management was s en a8 a= system

' =

tiCanthatiry, emphasizing sucht-actpitiep as organizing; directing; control-
=

1 d

-An a results-oriented aPprBach, managementJs-conPeived

-as a resource to the-organization and results are stresaed through participa-

tion and coordination The stress on results focuses mote. attentionon put-
., .-.

comes and less on internal' activities. Activity-oriented management might ex

press objectives inter= of products evdn though the products are Only inst
.

mental in achieVing the actual overall, goal of the organization. .

C is seen a a system of preducts then a relativel simple market-
.

costs..-and_returns .geographic distribution_

number of continuing customers, etc., would be-sufficient. It is apparent .

from the emphasis placed on the end use that this product orientation is not.

aeceptabld. Rather, a view of ERIC as a system of services seems the appro-

priate-model and has the added advantage of alignment w h current results-
.

oriented management theory.

2. The Standing Order Customer. Many of the user studies focu -_'the Stand-

in order customers. (A particularly useful one is that prepared by Eleanor V.

A Profile of ERIC Microfiche Collection Sites ERIC Clearinghouse on

Tests, Measurement, and Evalua ion, Princeton, NJ, 1976.) These SOCs can be

seen in two different ways. If ERIC is conceived of.as a system of products,

the SOCs are, the retailers and the end point-. However, looking at-ERIC as a

systep of services, the SOCs become the primary outlet point, the place whefe-

the end user interfaces with the ERIC -vs_ his means that the SOCs might

helpfplly be considered, as el_ nee of the ITIC'sYstem and not external to it

p



term.vof-71Tolieyt-end:7-allocation-of-7-resdurces,--it-woUid-meangreatei.

ithe,SOCEq.7.development,of_incentive _plane tP endograge the SOCs

play amore responsive role, and a stronger hierarchical neiwork concept..
-4- 4r

res ently the eiiringhous es vary= in the -amount of-. Contact and concern with

the°S0c8 and the OCs do not understand-or recognize the Clearinghouhe role.

er ,attention:to the SOC4 has great impligation for the 'Clearinghouses.-
,

hich we no- urn.

The Dual `u ration td he Clearinghouses.

tegrated,,cont

__'this conception of a more in-

liable system, the Clearinghouses assume Central importance

t is they who'will he the middle managers, coordinating policy, plans, and

resource allocation for Central ERIC to those SOCs in their geographic pdi7View,,

and at the same time, systematically collecting feedback from the SOCs to pass

on to Central ERIC.

The Clearinghouses presently vary widely in their emphases, and no doubt

rightly. so. 'Most, however, focus strongly on their national interest commun-

ity and spare little, time And attention for theSOCs in their geographic region.

There are many inherent conflicts, of course, in asking the Clearinghouses to

ti

qsadthe the dual function of supervisor /facilitator to the ,SOCs in ad4tfon to

dv

their prescribed duties of product acquisition and development and marketing/

consulting contacts with associations and specialists in4their subject field.

In the system °ordination aspect of the Clearinghouse, there would be a

number dditional general education and consultation functions required by

the Clearinghouses..as they "big-bro the SOCs, but obabiy the primary

additional role would be as collector of reliable use

fashion.

systematic

e extent, the Clearinghouses presently4perform the former gen-
us

They mAght spend more time in referring end 'leer_4
eral education function.
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;Thelestablishment.of the Clearinghouse as the primaryeolleciing point-, -;-,;'i Jt4
.. _

_44.._,...._,. ,,.,_, ... __ , _ ,_,._ , , , ,0

;'..;..forAise datacwabld'havea number of advantages. -Presently',, Central-ERIC.
. _

,

:--.1COMMissions-natibnal user studies to document the-value'and-the impact of 2-.=-1;_.

A (

systeml':-The data collected, however, are often gross estates and--z

So; e unreliable. Perhaps even some inaccuracies occhr,to thejresent use

-
data collected by the Clearinghouses, di least to the extent that the data

does noe seea inherently useful to then and is only being collected fer-re7

.porting purposes. The accuracy of the datawo4d undodbtedienhaticed if

it were meaningful and useful to the fevel where it is being collected.

A Hiorarchical-Systems Pramework

'Figure 1 on the following page presents a view of the ERICoYsteiff:which

may.bma useful and timely%wa t_ conceptualize it. Each of the three, levels .

shown has its town distinct responsibility and requires certain kinds oftn

formation in order to fulfill its responsibility competently. The.infFrmation

needed by each level will be, in most cases, summaries of the information

.

needed at the more articulated level. There may be.vEque in examining this

system: from the bottom up, giving primacy to the grass roots levet where most

actual use

SOCs,

curs.

shown in Figure 1, are categorized into one of three types.

Types 1 and 2 are quite different in their in- itutional constraints and in

their intended user groups. Type 1 SOCs are the college and university sub-

scribers. They are different in that they are,constrained.by,the universityy

Aenvironment to serve those users who are members of the university. A second,

important aspect is that they see ERIC as only one of a number of educational

e

-7-

s ^
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resources available to them. Ilse be 1,01pF,11 f^r rhie arntin. must

----reflet-both the-co Srrra nr and the 1h-roc,1- y r n sav 1 rsk l o roanura

ype 2 SOCs are thosethat serve publir qrhool prrarnnel. These are often

sponsored by state education agencies. Some are statewide computerized net-

works such as (PSIS in New York State, SMERC in California, IRDN in Illinois.

Lhers are based

A 1"

1 I, I I .444



on population to be served, percent of population t-har current users, per-

Alit-Oatare repeat users., percent the area ('l-et- time u_eers. etc. SOCe also .

need information to help them pre'1ct when heavy use times tai.l1 occur. Th*&

can be predicted in part from data on types of use rela bre to month of year.

Central ERIC may be Iasi int.rescei Ll tite-bound aspect of this data,

muse InLepeoted 1L1 i1uatL.J.3 44 -L -L 4s81.4.6aLc..1

ot4

t

"

,



To perform the second mission, 4 t

for di-tabdting_ERIC products and

as a regional node n national network

ervices, some of the same types of activi-

ties are necessary -- the linkages, a publiratlon program. direct provlision,of

information, instruction, but here they are directed to a specific geographical

regional and :La i 1 7 i 11

pni

1.., pal

syacem and aerv:I. 1

C =:In! =:()=.:' 7r,



sources for pre-dete- ined informsrion no..,19

-.)Many -definitions of nt information syst,-m ara available. Most

seen to Include these four important elementi: /

(1) The HIS is used as a basis decision-- u-skin

It is a

Uf017920L17.11



respect to the allocation And ',t4

d

reROUrC04. .1" is Aldo nPed4'd

$ganlzetlona eff -ctiveness and Pff 1 r i r'1"17 in the use of re-

sources In addition, as there are no 3llq,11,1 mego,iroo F performanca for

the SOCs, the Clearinghouses, or Central FRTC tO AARPRc parSormancL against,

information exchange ch.rJ « 44

0

differ, bur sum ,c ,t . t

1.1..hum 4,.

t ';11e hal,is of compariscl
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formed ©n the data at inte -als by citlallf4c., -,r-,r., 'Ns,- A^.- -ollri cvc / ---1

1

tem should he kept. 22 simrl Aq re.4.11,10

Third, data should be eollected on a samplag basis. It {c Itc"Ally the

case that greater fricc =
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-the-letter incentive is a powerful one

ntatiye Data Collection Sy Apr present dataTe

categories used by the Clearinghouses to a simple matrix, Figure 2 demonstrates

how/these programmatic functions can be mapped into a series of program meaa-

ureo. Financial data rea.1

t'he Cleatiagntwac .awl iL 3

.1_

A

L a,c0.umttIL t1.1 10C.$
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This informarian 'imply fleshes out the pr.c'prit 'reporting aiding a

fn4er pic;uxg, of activity and resource use. It should prove helpful injn7

creasing control and.in developing usofu] 1c,ngirudine1 studies of Clearinghouse

aceivity.
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Recommendations

If the suggestions in this paper seen, to be worthwhile goals, what would be

a reasonable plan of implementation? For an oraAn17Ation as large and as di-

verse as ERIC a totally new system would be exceedingly difficult to implement.

The suggestionf here pror, 'he e-ailable datalcollection

sy6Lemi and tt LL .1,AL,t.Q16111
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'thp outComes of SOC and Clearinghouse information probe

_

-mketingsi-det-up series of meetings for representatives of

,y_S06,-Clearinghouses, and Central-iRIC to develop_

information system-.

,Establish standard_-ferminology and definitions for accevtable

data categories. Consider categories developed by Ameridam

flational:Standards Institute.

DeValop standard format for uniform record keepi with optional

(12)

.
V

categories that can he deleted and opportunities to add cate-

gories for odder local required information.

(10) U e expert to help establish appropriate sample sizes and'

quencUs-far recurring usage data.

(11) Assist Clearinghouses in developing a rolling data collection

plan for all SOCs in their geographic region so that all SOCs

are sampled at least once every five years.

Select a set of SOCs that are already keeping good records and

that include a range of typ2s, sizes, and geographical areas

and set up a ten-year longitudinal study. Some incentives

may have to be provided to the parent institutions.

At periodic intervals, engage an expert to analyze the descrip=

tive data collected in more sophisticated ways.

(14) Provide periodic'da__ _ Jos to Clearinghouses they

can compare their results with the aggregate or with selected

others like them on certain characteristics,

(15) Resist temptation to collect more data in greater detail at any

particular level than is necessary for management decision-

making.
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ewromoUon drives, newpolicy or procedures,are best captued this Vey.-

thsurveylaPproach; on the other.hand- is better suited for use assessments,
, = _

,given -the:..90hasis-on- representativeness and generalizability. Thus,- broader
=

=

aspectb_of,ERIC, use patterns and longer term changes and deyelopmentsmanbil_77_.

v studied well. Therefore, this paper will deal with non-experimentarapproaches-

to ERIC use assessments. The goal is to obtain firm estimates of use, while

'
avoiding the expense of.census. This job involves a careful, sequential exe-

cution of specific tasks, two of'which deserve special attention here.

First, sound sampling, decisions ensure the representativeness of the

°

'group which will provide information. Second,-only valid.questions riceive

valid answers. Getting valid answers from rdpresentative respMndents is what

. is needed. Getting valid answers from unrepresentative respondents defeats

E-:-.:,--::generalizability; how broadly your results applyTremains unclear.lf-the,

responding group is representative, but the answers are invalid, the quality

of measurement has been diluted; whether your results and conclusion can lie

trusted becomes questionable. To avoid such pitfalls, sampling must be based

on a population Which is clearly defined and accessible. Also, the information

requested must be within the scope of what respondents are capable and willing

to offer.

The complexities of the sprawling, decentralized ERIC system have clearly

presented a challenge to researchers who try to study it. The difficulties

could be at least partially alleviated by narrower conceptualization of the

studies' goals and priorities. Fry (1972) recognized that in his final report

by saying, "The extent of use by the total universe of users . . . cannot

be estimated with . . the present study." (Pp. 1-11) Actually, we may say,

chances are that no one study could assess the use of the total universe of

users.as this is too global a conceptualization under present ERIC system con-



ots. Turldiermajorine,thodological-shortcomings in. the past have emerge

n-the areas of sampling, response rates, and m utement.
=
f

=

As Havelock(1977).has:PiAnted out, alteadyi- su studies.of ERIC since

time ssmpls_ not per--,,the - system's. inception have typicallyusedpurpostve

rittin -geder l nation. Furthermore, if such studies- attempted evalua iot,_

they could have-spoken to people already predisposed to ERIC; if they Wanted

measure use, their estimates were rendered unreliable. Apart from the

sample's representativeness, there is also the definition of the pool from

which respondents are to be chosen. One half of the survey studies deals with
=

educators regardless of them connection to ERIC. Thus, the emphasis of study

inadiertently placed on intended, rather than actual audiences, and amount

of ERIC use may be severely underestimated. Once again, Fry (1972) warns of

the consequences by sayitg that '- -the. field is so vast and diverse that -only

gross estimates of ERIC uses can be extrapolated to an unmeasured total uni-

verse of educators." (pp. 1-11) Non-ERIC connected samples aie,good enough if

the goal is to estimate the proportion of users in narrowly_ selected groups of

potential audientes, as done by Denby (1974). However,' if the main thrust is

on actusIERIC'use, then sampling must be done of the "catchment" areas where

contact with users can be measured, The identified mass of us rs could then

be broken down into more specific categories of relevance. After use and users

have been dependably determined, work on non-users will be easier. Reasons for

non =.use, discontinuing, rejection of ERIC, could be traced,, and ways to enhance

the role of ERIC among potential audiences could be devised.

Unsatisfactory response rates plague-even the.best of survey attempts

(e.g. Horne, 1976), g0 the reliability of their results cannot be determined.

As Havelock notes, studies where mailed questionnaires result in response rates

below 70% are bound generate dubious data. Yet. such low response rates come
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S_ surp Iseg ven__that mailed question& iris have beds long known as the

tful aPproach to data Collection. It is odd that dote researchers

response -ates.by combining.maiiing with some

.of_the=knawn methdds,o boosting response._ The variation in data collection

approeChesbaie been--M(niml with malledquestionnaires i.n the dominant cate-

gory, as seen it studies reported by Havelock (1977):

ethod Studies

mailed questionnaire
hand delivered questionnaire
interviewS,

Personal
group
phone

observation
erthent

records

27

5

1
1
1

1
2

The serigusness of measurement problems is tied to the above-mentioned

velhodological choices but also to difficulties stemming from a state of

affairs at ERIC system. outlets. For example, in reviewing data=collection

methods, Havelock singled out two studies which braved data collection through

records, with this comment: 'Efforts to collect such data are generally re-

ported to be hopless because of total lack of standardization in record keep

ing on users, P. 16) Both Fry and Harnetbereforefound themselWeSin the

difficult position of drawing conclusions based on uneven q

caming'fr

"estimate

lity data.- part

irm records, part based an respondent "estimates", The word

sans -guesses offered by r pond Bits, in the.abeence of systematic

records or observations. The inclusion of impressionistic data can defeat the

.best of- well-designed studies. =Without belaboring thepoint, it is important

to underscore the vast difference between, survey estimates based oh:firm data,

in contrast to data which rapregent "estimates . by library and information
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The former allows the caldhlariOn of -probable eFror,

the latter does not.

--(In-another-part of the larger project, Evelyn Daniel 'a review of record
,

:= 7:1keeping4atterns among ERIC outlets suggests that a problen dOes-indeed-exist.'

(See Appendix I.)-

Tor example, among SOCs, school SOts tend to keep good records on uSers

,

and materials; university library SOCs keep some records on'material circula-

tion ,and_domputersearches, while BODES SOCs typicaLLy do-nor keep records.,.-

This Immediately suggests. that the most promising SOC subgroup where use as

sassment mail-a-be accamplialledwonidhe school SOCs. Yet, ased o curr t j- .

.
--,---,2-.

information, we are told that about 72% of,--ERIC-SOCs are placed elsewhere -- ..,,

.

.

at college and university libraries, where record keeping is spotty. So ex-

-pen0,14g-effort on the 'small group of school SOCs alone would contribute

little to our knowledge of overall SOC use patterns. In the same vein iers

study found that 63% (n0160) of the 254 SOCs who responded to her study kept
. : R

some records. Sinde we do not know what kind of sef-selection led to these

particj.tlar 254 SOCs responding, out of the totality of SOCs contacted, we:can-
,

not know what the probable recbrd keeping proportion for all SOCs might be.

The study also alludes to a further complication -- of the 160 record keeping

SOCs, only 91 were willing to share their information and records; that is,

36% of all responding SOCs, or 56% of the record keeping ones, and an unknown

proportion of all existing SOCs.

By contrast we see evidence of ease and detail in the EPSIS study by

(1976), when records of computer search requests were available, the_ _ _

time period, users and unit of analysis were clearly defined.

Given the abbve, the immediate concern of current assessment studies emerges

!,

as mainly one: resolving the problem of availability of uniform use data (records).



addition, teeords -Should become somewhat more: ble from plate-to

place.=.At=the same time, it Oust be:rec6gnized that a drive -for such account -
_

prints fa =delicate problem in the larger picture of library operation.=

y-tools available to patrons; as such, its role°in a typical

Iibtary i s not necessarily central from the point of view of library staff

and information specialists. Thus, there tay be practical limits to staff

willingness to devote sizable amounts of time working on ERIC records.

OLia broad plane, ERIC use assessments can benefit most from a prOgram-

Matic, incremental approach, where consecutive studies add on to the overall

tiee-Pidtiire -1r manner. A -regalar-, long term moriitbring-(use

evaluation act) program should be drafted and gradually implemented

Central ERIC, if at all possible. Such studies could have the following

desirable attributes:

(1) 'Clear frame of reference, narrower conceptual definitions

'of user and use, with corresponding operationalization and

measurement. The priority should initially fall on actual

!Is= rather than potential or desired -d user popula-

tions. Smaller, valid studies ,build a trustworthy picture

k
faster; global, multi-purpose studies generate needs for

further validations.

(2) Clear separation and reporting of results based on firm

records from thgse extrapolations based on unsystematic

observations, or opinion.

(3) Random probability sampling of clearly listed "populat

(4) Choice of data, collection method, or c- hination of meth-

ods, which enhance response rates.
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to -same of the concrete steps. that can be-taken toward- -

Our focus will be-64 daMestic SOCs and RIE sub-

ble statistics the following
I

an diegFam:

Comp.
Data
Search

n 7 3,427 by address file _

= 2,938 by-Pauline s,map:

7 584 by 1977 ERIC Directory
591--by_Paulimes.;_map:

n 7 42 by Pauline's map

A. Augmentation of Directory of ERIC Microfiche Collections.

Additional information collected via ERIC's questionnaire for the directory

is seen hero as the first building block toward valid use assessment study de
t

the following nine items of information are being requested:signs. Currently

name

address

phone

contact person

collection status

equipment:

services:

a. microfiche readers
b. reader/printers

a. hard copy reproduction
b. microfiche reproduction.

charges

access days/hours

We propose augmentation of this questionnair
,

ti n:

_ by three more items f i.nfot



d ="seriicie add a. computer baie- searching, and
------'- d. idiñg i thidrofiche- readers and fihhe-

,a_secand page-for a nexilitem heading "records-of-use .-'
---=

N
Given such augmentation, the new questionnaire Will consist of two pages.

a

+

Directory of ERIC Microfiche Collections

Questionnaire

'Page 1- 1. institution name

2. address

3. telephone

4. contact person

5. collection status (years covered)

6. equipment available.

a. # of microfiche readers
b. # of microfiche reader/printers

7. services available

a. hard copy reproduction
charges

oyes 0 no

b. microfiche reproduction
charges

0 Yee'. 0 no

c. computer base searthes oyes .0 no

d. lending microfiche readers yes 0 no

e. lending fiche 0 yes 0 no

8. days/hours available to the public

Page 2 9. recor

10. coieat

use (see below)

v

As a result, we now will have information useful both to Directory readers

and for the purpose of designing assessments of system use. More specifically,



;based an the ..au flail ent0' questionnaire data, we can take the previously *manned

--

Venn diagram one step furthe'ri,-
,

c

Data

se
h

We propose the following items for inclusion' under records on use, page 2:

9. records on u

Please indicate which of the following usage statistics you
keep, if any

ft fiche circulated
.

# fiche duplicated

0 yes 0 no

oyes 0 no

11 paper copies-made ] yes 0 no

17 manual searches-. C] Yes E3no

It computer searches 0 yes: 0 no

# orders from EDRS 0 yes ono

\uses of RIR, CUE, Thesaurus Dyes 0 no

if of clients served Dyes 0 no

types of clients served 0 yes 0 no

purpose of clients El yes no

other usage records (please explain)

fl-

4
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e- proposed inquiry 'On recorde given above is pUrposely,brief

goal at this stage - is to prepare

those with and thOse without
-

usage statistics. Once completed this phase

an accurate list

---as the

he SOC dichotomy --

information gathering will serve'as the basis far the SOCaurvey whletoze

-vision; detailed dataWill be requested at the time of survey4mplemeritation..

The discussion of such a survey appears in later pages of this report.

ESE SUbscriber QueStioniaire.

The next step would be to turn our attention to the RIE subscribers. At

-the present time, we have a listing of these subscribers, but we lack much in-

formation sato their collection, equipment, or services relating to ERIC. in

a number of cases we expect these to be minimal. It wouleSe desirable,to ).

approach RIE subscribers in a manner similar to microfiche collections (SOCs).

'Periodid compilation of a comparable RIE subscriber directory ciuld be the re-

suit of such an effort.

To this end, all known SOCs will beeliminated

domestic RIE subscribers.

the list of all known

Using Pauline's map data, this would mean that we

shall eliminate the 591 known SOCs from the-2,938 known domestic RIE subscribers,

thus arriving at 2,347 eligible RIE subscribers.

Whenever a known RIE address is listed for more

than one subscription, it will still be counted

1
only once.- Using the Venn diagram again, we

are now lboking at the shaded populati

Normally, we can assume that all SOCs subscribe to RIE
should be alerted to possible anomalies. For example,

data, Arkansas had 3 RIE subscribers and 8 SOCs, which
an RIE subscription. The appropriate checks should be
similar anaomalies at the time of any future study.

'1
I

However, researchers
according to 1976 -77
leaves 5 SOCs without
made for this and
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-
Given the above numeric estimates, an RIE directory woulu1zan four times

_ -

41' _ -.

.._- --
. .

, as-many questionnaires and a correspondingly large PublicatiOncompared_to the
-,.----.,, . ,t

,..._
f,-.

--
:SOP Directory. Nevertheless', the purp-obe of,-,pentadting

kiE subscribesis'to
-,

,=A

data:bash a -baseline of information unavailabl e previously; theis.a,cOmplete

overview (census), rather than sampling, is recommended as serving the goal of7

full description best. The magnitude.ot the effort can be limited by reducing

,

the scope of the questionnaire submitted to each RIE subscriber., Thus, we pro-
,

pose the fdllowing.items for inclusion on one page:

Institution name

2. Address

3. Telephone

4. Contact person

Directory of WIE-Subscribera

Questionnaire

These should be printed in ahead of time,
as they are known. The respondent would, have
the opportunity to mark any corrections or
changes that might be necessary.

5. RIE subscription status (year started)

6. Other ERIC tools available:

CUE o yes

Thesaurus M yes

no

Equipment available:

Microfiche readers myes

Readers/printers yes no

8. :Any ERIC related services (please describe):

charges:

9. Any ERIC related usage statistics you keep (please describe): no

10. Comments:

THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME AND COOPERATION!
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ples;_nan'ibe7addedJor items 8_and 9, if deemednecessary-bYthe'Diret4"::,:-
"-,=-1-i---1-',-- -,z---.--

_:--- _ _---
idt;:dOordinito-r; the questcons'arepurposely ops---,anded: _ - -_

_

--
. __. . -.-

airresppeses-are-received and the -data prop ,tdgittlated;-:_aHmore.- --

specif_61_descriptive'iMage of nen -SOC BIE subscribers !e,;; For

RIZ subscribers,cpuld be divided..-Into relevant groups- iae. ,b4raVailabiliWO

--tools.other than RIB, or equipment and services related to dIC. lost
4 -

antlY, a-dichotamy based opprbsence_or abSence ofteCords,09):can now be

genera Again, the Venn diagram, serving ,ss our working frame of _reference

t -

still one step further:

RIB keeping usage records-

Some surprising results may introduce changes in this

'
E not keeping records

SOCs keeping usage records.

SOCs not keeping records

Data Base Searching

scheme. For example, some

noilSOC RIB subscriber's may report access to data base searching. -

C. Surveys on Usage.

At thie.point a project director may be ready to begin actual ERIC usage

sindie0' design. This is so because, assuming that previously described steps

have been 'taken and the designated information obtained, two important tasks

have been completed:

-) Clear separtion of ERIC outlets keeping records from those





#4,frAtemr...

tL)

11-13

not keeping records is now possible. This means that

further down the line, reporting of results based on firm

records can be sep,lat htk. ,LC- ECC

sits mt1or,.s.

kA
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places the recd rd keeping and non-record keo ng SOCs throughou the USA. Then,

two separate random samples are to 1:17.- drawn from either population. Thus, the

SOC f would ) lu
\ /

L_ k L. 1,1,.. lial I LUA
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the RC directory and pre--coded on the form sent to respective institutions A

provision for correcting or updating of pre-coded information should be made.



7 How would you characterize the placp,m.nr of FRTC matorialq and

services at your institution:

consolidated in one location

C1

MA.
11,1, 14,11

A 4 ,

# ninl n1,1 a 4

/1

# ,ttc, c LI

P



community individu
# 'government (local, et

# others (specify)

PutpoA4 of cli to ikt

agency staff

elnOse pc.14

cQllega luattu. Lou
0 64=14/Se,.oudaty 161,64

0 al011ege ,o)ureac .utk

0 Lbecies .ud 4114 c 6 L n. .

0 progral. do olopliont.

# QuKEIuAum Jcittlovm
# p4vp.4p41 vel,,p..cut

# adoLulu
0 14.0L44.444A1/eit0

W14144L
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17. f Central ERIC prepared such a common SOC record-keeping form,
would 'you be interested irrusi,ng- it?

no

The aon-reccitJ k

. A

ILL VB LEA. 1L ,A

1 LI e .0 ,

,E,.

j
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survey to be implemented as a "mailed questionnaire only" study, given the

dismal response recordZrarrevious attempts.

Again, th I4U1L4i o

director, . ap

reao.,rcan, 4..1 1146.Ai.41

LAQ1Lai .

1 1

41i
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any empirical crild of FPTC impac.f (in Fact, 1 X11 e p ce.1 studieq

all of tha sciences) tho invesr1g Aror has two ultimata concerns or questions:

(1) to what extialt 4/ 11

uad (2) l4 wL.t. wtty

LL 11.3, 1 t
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'end-user would require the follo ing four qteps_

Randomly divide the current and potenti lend-us s into two

groups: ttoae vAc

for Lhe duzzat1,CU t 4 4 .

A44 4k4.

act ct&rge (at laza

4 A 4ii..474 ULA .111 45.0 4E. S. %0111c,



T

=

To analyze this as a true field ayperimpnt, an pltprnative get of f

steps need to be followed.

If all of the .t..(1 are ,t t

are eu,Jugh or tficw Co

.4

, ved In the study, here



ITT-5

(e) Never discard a unit fr,m th lint because it doesn't

match very 'e11 with its paired-unit. If one or m or

units need to be dtscarded, do thia first (bsfore

step a) and if p )osm whiGk unico

are L. 6c ditiLaKd d

2. aake 1,4IL LI propvcs,...

--8Q a-1 L A I A A A Al 1,0 LA.riA

4 A4



1. True experiments require

TTI-6

-e units (end -usere

denied the prop reed change. Since the change ld not be

recommended unless it was believed to be better than the

currera -siCuet n, 1l i 1 GE :LLAA 1 I

Pc iaieo t And y y w tl 'L 1 y & L





--With:regards-t? ERIC i is doUh tful that denial 6f the%pro-

oeed-changejn policySr procedure will be as? harmful as,

ay-ths,deniaI of a new medical treatment to seriously ill

patients; Moreover, the denial of the proposed change is.6ot

permanent. -- it need only continue for the duration of the

study. With little additional effort,. corrective action can

be taken after the study ha determined whether or-tnot the

propoied change is, in factan improvement-. Tho e end-users

in the "poorer" group can be given the:--opportunity to make

use of what was available or permitted in the "better" group.

In fact if the impact study leads to an improVement in ERIC,

then those in the "poorer" group may profit from the study by

being able to avail themselves of the changed system.

0
2a. While it is easy to conceit/ of the situations in which true

experiments cannot be carried but -- as in the measurement of

some ongoing, unchanged operations -- true field experiments

are possible more often than might be believed.

ERIC impact studies deal with the effect of a service or

product-given to an end-user. If a pro duct or service can be

given, it canalso be withheld. So at, least potentially, one

of the requisites needed for randomization eists in most, if

not all, impact studies.

This is important to emphasize because the step-by-step

experimentalguidelines above have dealt -1 h only one way to

effect a change in the end-user, by changing ERIC. This is

not a requirement for an experimental impact study. The re-

A



uirement is _to effect a change. in the ,life nf_the end-user,

and as mentioned above, this may be-acinmplithed by with-
,-

holding services instead of by changing ERIC.

there are other:indications-- see-also COok, &Campbell)

which suggest that.tandomization may-be podsible. Whenever

the number of requests for a specific ERIC product exceeds

the ability of the system to supply that product,-the choice

among requestors

terms whenever a proposed changejid diffienit, expensive,

be made randomly.-.- Or, in-m re-Teneral

or time-consuming, it cannot usually b&.'plemented ali;at

everywhere in the system. A random implementation plan

will allow true field experiments..

One potential difficulty with field experiments is con-

tamination between those who are to receive the, proposed

change and thos;'who will not. This problem is alleviated

somewhat whenever the experimental units (end- .e s, CHs, or

SOCs) are unknown _ each other or are separated spatially

or temporally. Since this describes many ERIC end-users

(and some CHs and SOCs as well), true field experimental im-

0
pact studies of ERIC are an even more attractive alternative.

2b. Many true field experiments hay" been conducted in medicine

(which may seem to be-more amenable to laboratory-like pro-

cedures), in criminal justice (e.g., who should be required

pay bail), in education, in welfare reform, in television

advertising, and in other areas. It is difficult to imagine

that they would be impossible to conduct in other areas, such

aslIn ERIC impact studies.

Some manufacturing plants use a quality control proce-

r r
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--mentally based procedure built into the everyday

process= By means of EVOP, changes are ode on a regular

and systematic basis to continually improve the cost-effec-
.

tiveness of the proddet (see Bok and Draper).

In addition to these two general objections, impact, studies of information

systems 'suggest another, more specific objection.

expericgts are so rich 4ith-Unco _ oiled

and the measures available to assess impact are so weak,- that

any real difference in impact between the two groups of end-,

users will not show up in the resu4s. The true results .will

be either hidden in the noise ,of the other stimuli, or not

measured with instruments s ive enough to discern them.

Without denying the premises in this objection, it should be noted that,

3412. Many non-experimental studies of ERIC have contained some
4

assessment of Impact. These studies used impact measures

which differentiated among classes of people (such as users

and non-users). Because the only key difference between

these studies and true-field experiments how people be-

come members of the user or non-user group, there is every

reason, to believe these Same measures can be used in experi-

mental studies of impact.

B. Other Rsearch Designs.

.True field experiments should be the first choice of a design for ERIC

impact studies. And as the previo'i section argued, such designs are possible
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Line. the_. "effect - of a change in policy or procedure. Usage studies in-infOrms-

r 4
.

=

ion syst are-especially vulnerable; the manager compares the previdus set-

f __Age figures with current data and attribUtes the difference to some

pecific-change which occurred in the interim. This desiga-thould not be used.
'

Design II is much better. By making =nse of several before and after

.easures, a carefdi researcher is more

hange on the end-users.

e to ,identify the,effect of the

important that the different measurements be

he same or cot4arable - the same:Instruments- and observations taken' from

omparable- samples of end users. Either the s

easured ery (as in panel study different random sgmples'of

e gratip-of enauseig-can--Ve-

d--

sers'can be employed. Each alternative has its attractive featurei and q,..s

lities. The panel study is subj ecr/to systematic "droppin of par-

icipants, biasing the panel and possibly causing whatever differences are ob-

t
ained between the before and after - measures. Use of different random samples

laminates this problem, but prevents any assessment of the long run effect

impact) on individual -end-user4 Analyzing the results of this design is not

trai iitforward and will require some expertise in statistical techniques (see

Lass, Willson, and Got

Design III needs to be described in more dstail. It requires two groups

f end-users: the members of one group are able to avail themselves of the

mange, those in the other group are not allowed to do so. This design differs

a three important ways from the first true experimental design des ibed

lier: _(1) Design III, requires one set of before measures from both groups

f end-users; the experimental design did not use any before measures.

cosign III can use intact collections of end-users such as SOCs; the

cperimental design requires that the groups be created through randomization.*

rhe alternative true experimental des presented ea

units also. The fun__ orltal the

makes use of intact
stive And Design ITT
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])e ign ;:-Ifiruses a coin-flip to deci -odp-which gup is to- be given the change,

. ,,_-__ . ,-R
procedure or policy; the erimental-design uses a coin=flip-to:decide.-

-.. -,..

oup tembership for,_each end-user.

ign I4:getiibe implemented in the nnerl' Vor.,Ithe-pu_

of simplifying the preientation, only two units

tions of end- users) will be considered.

naturally occurring collec

Identify the two units. Ideally, these should be as similar '

was poseible in terms ol,a1I, assures related impact.' And

*`i .,therein lies most of the difficulties with this design. If.

he two units are selected because of availability by ad-

r

ministrative ruling-, they may not be similar enough. -If.the

researcher is permitted to choose among several available

units those two which are most similar, the selection proce

dure itself may decrease the trustworthiness of_the findings-

To avoid, but not prevent, the latter problem, the before

measures should not be used to find similar units, norishould

any end-users be dOcarded from a unit in order to improve

the degree of similarity.

Make or permit the proposed change available to one unit and

withhold it from the other unit. The choice between units

Should be determined randomly if possible.

Devise an instrument to measure the impact of the proposed

change. Try to have all end - users, or a large random sample

Of all end users from each unit complete he instrument.

has to do with the conclusions. The alternative true experimental design must
have many units and the results Apply to units: Design IU only needs two=
units (it may have more) and its results apply to the end-users.



v .

4. Tabulate _the-Telt-ate and compare the tVo sets of end-uderd.
_

,the to units weie sithIlar enough on all-esseniial-,vari-
,-

-.... .

'Utiles, then any difference in impact -between: the units can be
.

-- . -......-, _ . ,

.I.

attributed to the -change.
. .

.

-. .

Design IV combines the attrAbutes.of Designs TI and III; there are two

Ire =

units of end-users and each is measured several times before and after the

a.;

change is implemented. before, it is important that the two units be

...

,l Iimilar-and it wou14.:..bc helpful if the choice between the units which.is

to receive the change) be determined randomly.
.. . ,..j

C. Measurement Considerations.

ese include who tçjm
t .

ure, how to measure- eh and what to measure.
.; .

These are general recommendations *specific impact measures are discussed

later inthe paper.

1. Obtain iddrOmeasures as well Ss'

be een these as'_follows. Macromeasures are aimed at determaiiihg the total im-

pact of the information system or a component of that system. On the average,

how well is it functioning? How effective is the information system?

t.
measures ..- King and Bryant distinguish

Questions of turn-around time, accuracy of information, timeliness of in-

formation, coverage of collection, form of output, and cost tate some common'

macromeasures. They are at the macro-level because ad'aggtegate conclusion is ..1'7-777F-

made about .the average response or the general tendency.

Many investigations of info_ _tion systems deal only wiWrameasures

possibly because they are easier and less costly to obtain. But the improvement

of any operation depends upon the incremental elimination of failures (instances

of poor performance). Micromeasures are a study of individual failures.

4
did this particular unit have such poor performance? Why was turn-around time



o'long? Why was it more-

of failure it

ply than others, etc.? By examining each instance

possible to determine if the situa

r

o be ignored, or if it can be traced back to the same source as other failures
rt

itL case emedial -action needs to betaken.

When impact is being studied there are deveral major potential sources

ion was atypical and ought.

failure and it will often be difficult to reliably determinethesuurce of thoSe

failures.

collection failures:. the selection or production, of ERIC pro

acts, the'COverage o

of materials, etc.

organization failures; the arrangement and classificatiOn of

products

the data base, the accuracy and recency

-- delivery failures' the availability of products and services

and the timeliness of their delivery 'to the end-user

0

2. Measure non -users as well as users. There are two concerns here.

there ig the question of frame of reference If ERIC is the focal point, the

investigation is of users no their role, reactions, behaviors, etc. as a com-

ponent of ERIC. This frame of reference, while valid and often useful,

Limited. It cannot deal si.th educators who, obrain ERIC materials indirectly;

it precludes a microanalysis of non-users

materials, accessibility and location

are th

theB0Cs,

'failures of promotional

of pricing structure;, _ -

and it eliminates any direct comparison of ERIC users with non-users -- which,

if systematic differences were found, would certainly effect a- conclusions

drawn about the impact of ERIC.

The alternative peranorrive. Though mnre costly to implement, is recommended.

as people ss the Fe,,-2i t.hei 1e and impact of ERIC in

k 4.
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Siena); _Liven

-___-_,--,
e;

,..1., _ ,____
-secci 'concern is an-old:One, bat. i worth repeating even-thou

can

_

act studies 'Avoided the problem. Tostudy users one must deal with

=

ets tot-surrogate users-such as experts-or judges. Surrogate users

judge4mpact, usefulness; quality, or relevance in a very limited sense.

Moreover, Strrogate Users have a difficult time interacting with ERIC whiCh

also iimitt7ehe usefess andapplicabijity of the obtained data (see D. Swanson
414

f

And fi
non-u

it should be pointed out that a comparison between users and-

ecothniended, cannot -ad t WAs-a>subetitnte-for

ental design. True experiments

Since people selec

are rarely ident
417'11

"identical" groups for comparison.

themselves into a user or non -user category, these grdUps

1.

Obtain trustworthy measurements.- To obtain reliable and valid measures

eful preparation, training, and pret-ting are essential. Using several

measures rather than a will help,

The vast majority of ERIC, impact

11 unobtrusive measurement.

studies make use of questi nacres or

interviews. , specific wording, format, and order of,gach:queStion or item

;

can potentially affect the response or the investigator's interpretation

the response (see Noelle-Ne inn).

One common ample of invalid measu

occurs

meat in the study of info:

when the investigator asks potential users

instead their expectations. Frequently used technical

their

terms

ion sYs-
.

needs, but gets

are often ambigu-

000 respondents lowering both the:reliabilityiand validity. Of particular

concern are terms like "usefulness , satisfaction", and especially "relevant".

Researchers

end-users as a=

should also be wary of using the general global opinions of

1
impact measure. Carefully measured opinions can providp

ICT
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s--
- _

uear'a to-'oxierall functioning: of- the system, and each

_

response-can=be-ranalyzed as a micromeasure.- But a-major 'weakneas of anch

opinions ia that -they may bear no relationship with the quality or :impact of

-7

the,,syqtem participants, respondents, and,endUsers are likely to be .quite

favorably disposed toward-ERIC even if a more objective approach identifies

serious,weakhetsea-(see C. Weiss, p. 41). The safestway to interpret the.

opinions of end-users by comparing them with a suitable comparison (such as

in an experimental atudy) .-

.,L,ERICimpact_studiee,often need to focus the end.user t'--attenqon_arothe

past: questionnaires and interviews ask about,prior usage aiai the impact of

that usage. General questions of this sort can provide trustworthy inforiation

only if the end-user's memory is accurate. That is not usually a safe assump-

777-
To minimize this problem, it is helpful to focus the end-user's atten-

tion to a specific,: recent interaction with ERIC and 'frame all- questions in-

:terms of that "critical incident". .
,

.

, =
4 4

While single measures whick(are highly raiable and valid are esirable,
,.

..
. .

they are often hard to find. Another approach..(which-should be used in con-

junction with the improvement of each measure) is tAdAe several related meas-

ures and look for some commonality in. response. Several measures which agree

are clearly more trustworthy than a single measure. Though ft helps to ask

the same impact question of ERIC users in, several different ways, it is still

better to base an investigation on behatioral as well as verbal responses.

Did potential users report that ERIC hasamimpact on their

41.

professional lives (verbal)?

Did potential users demonstrate that ERIC had an impact on

their professional live 's (behavioral) by using ERIC noducts



eg., atiations in

_

artieles'wtitten by-the' _

teaching -practices
-.--- =

---
in the classrodm, etc. 9

.
-Another-advantage:of some of-the-behavioral responses is that they may

.=

--abserVed unobtrusiVely -- without the user knotang,they are being observed.

the process of measurement does not impinge -vt the user it cannot distort

elindings. Checking citations eir-sources providedxby ERIC is an example

of unobtrueive measurement.,

r
-- II. Measures -for-ERIC1qmpatt-Studie *-'-=

- -. , .

.- .

. . _ , : ::-'-

While there are hundreds of measures proposed or used im the:.-assessment of 'the--
I

'performance of an information system, there are very few commonly used measures

of impact. It is clear-rico the literature that the state-of7the-art of impact

measurement is still in its infancy. Part of the difficulty has to do with the
L

subjective, non-quantitative nature of ac essment.- And part of it has

to do with the fact that practical all of -the other measurer used in system

assessment are irrelevant almost --act. For example, in a study of

the -performance of an information- sys _-curacy measures based on relevance

recall and prdcition) will usually matter. However, in an impact study

of the same system, end-users may find the retrieved information to be:-useful,

helpful; and having an effect on th.eir Professionallives regardless of the
. .

4: -

. -5... , : ... . .. ... -

relevance of the reprieved documentsiti i4t1,t1. 7their original info
. p

4
. 4 . .
i.

In measuring impact, it is important to keep-in'dInd thae,ERIC end-users

at _ion'needs.

are like everyone else -- they are not always systematic in their searching be-

haviors, they often change what they want and what it is wanted for, and they

are quite willing to follow an unexpected information pathif it looks interesting

am_lAdebted_to Professors Michael McGill and Judith :Tessier for their assi_

. /lace in the conceptual development of this section.
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sinv Dervinr.=-Tbil-fsuggeSts t_ it-tat-seems to be a-
,

7 _ 7're r 1- _ . ,--__ _
-Set -measurer may,:uot-be7. For example, 'a citation, count of an-$educa-

_,--?.-... .
.

. ,

=--tiortifuSedfiERIC docUments may only be an impact measure in thei.l.very,i4weakest --
-- ..-_ ,..- -

,_,

sense,,2,1:-_Hudh.behavioral indices need to be substantiated with sote:assessme

f hofuthd-,citations helped the educator.-.
.---

After reviewIhewhat little literature there is on impact, three somewhat--
,

e .

overlappingmeaSurep stand out saV _gat; nov1y, aid.'ifties.-i..--Before consider-

-- .
ing each of these indi4tdually, two'reminders seem appropriate. 41rstof all; ,

ff

factS-.;nor-onIy_those-educarOrs.whio_dnteract2directl _ th-.2thd-_,,system.at

,

-- -, ,,cd.ts official outlets- (e.g., SOCs, CHs, EDRS), but-alsohose educattsrs whd ob-----.-
-,-4---::------.

-- tam n ERIC materials or benefits from ERIC services i 'rectly-(e.g., from other
4- 4

educators). Lmpact studies should include h types of end-users. Secondly,

may be quite a bit more than the sum of thetile impact of an sys

i.c -iEslf each formation item. 'RIC users may interact with an intermediary

end refer to theth-

can affect the user

-
include the end-user '\s total interaction ERIC.

s before ning documents. Each of-these contacts

ii some meaningful way, and a thorough

A. Savings. .

_pact study:shoul4

One type of iwpac is evident if an ERIC product or service can be shown

to save usecs time or

ure of such savings.

sources. It is difficult to obtain any objective meas-
.

C p _'s "naive methodology", though difficult to imple-

ment in practice, is in principle on the right track. He suggests that users

be asked to estimate the value of each document produced by the system and

quantify that value by assigning an'Amount in dollars (which may be positive

negative, or zero)- The user judges each document in the order in which they

appear from the system; if the user changes his mind about the topic, if he

of



of the documents, if a later ,document
-a

=

ori-in-an---darlift one if any of then e tether Common'exidrita

-=--theYwill tdflected in ztlie dollar estimates:

DerilatzestfMates for each document can be summed to obtain
.

the utility of the total search interactio

thobe obtained frdi alterndtive versions' id

sure o

By comparing these values with

be-information system, Cdoper.

hopea to obtdin a.' useful Measure of .systems effpc

The "naive methodolo " can be extended to-assess impact..., Usera can be

4=_

-aaked.-7- to .:estimate-tha-dollar: avings--hich-migitreSult-from,making-use.!df-the

Or they could estimate prOdustivitrchanges orinfortati9n in each document.'

time savings, and .traform these into dollar amounts.

-Such subjective judgments need to be interpreted carefully. O apprOach

which will, help is the use of a comparison graup--by comparing the subjective
4

dollar pact judgments between the group biased estimates of the difference

in ,impact between ERIC and A alternative souica. It would also, help if each

_user itaaked to focus on a specific education problem or project and describe
ez.

radmle,detaill where the savings Are to Come f

SOfnia in time can be assessed in a similar manner. However, a t

field.- experiment with several "after" measures will provide a more objective.

measure _f e aspect of time savings: not savings od the job, but the amount

of -time ERIC saves'in locating information products. By comparing ERIC users

with non-use periodically over several months, one could learn how long

takes the non-users to "catch up" with users in terms of their knowledge of

with and use various information sources and products.

Some discussions of impact measures propose that avoiding duplicating pre-

vious research is a type of rime savings. Though this will. saVe the user time,

0

a,wholo. Education, like ny4;it has-ques ionable impact on the
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D. An Approach for Measuring Impact.

Impacts on thg,profession are relatively easy to measure, but a study of

the effect of ERIC oil Ow
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solved or they may have already been resolved. What matters

is that the respondent can recall the problem in some detail.

All import

61,01

cenpCcLU ,t the ruul a[C i.CR LiaLd IR

.11,A y fi+.1,114g 1.
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and related fields. Question (d) is the "how" question for

personal limpetc-,

lure analys11
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respondents to estimate the effect that thoir use of FRIC has on their stu-

1, s. Sieber used ) I .
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time savings which supported the user's reply.

Savings were lapiled ,1 the gual,10,..4f 4.11 rred by it ei

or .Subscription (Burchinali
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ion important mater*als that you probably would not see else-
whar, A. often; B. occasionally; C: never) (Fry).

4

If you need informatiou co molve an f i7;;;IL

work, what is the farthest that you would be w
exam*.,i ILO (b aiLckLAgALI
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uses were asked, including subjective appraisals. personal impacts, open-
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centage estimate,if necessary," (Followod by a list of spec-
ific aIternativ utes. ) (Horne)
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IV. Research Des

neral Considerations

diversicyand characterise

reclu4es any simile resear

ERIC has=! cal .contro dyer Che type

-r ERIC Impact Studies

_s of the Vert IC products and services

ch de4gm to assess their impact

their fo style, arr

f products_ acid services

gemen_ and freque

these c'fiaxecteristics has the potential

such as by introducing a 7105? product

both the old and new versions with

offered,

Any -planned change in one or

be studied experimentally --

Slowly and at random or by maintaining

and-- distribution of each. Fo examp

a new tliesbu_ sgO-On be distributed co the SOCs in two waves; the first wa

a ran am half of the SOCs and th

=after coLlecting impact data Ivor

second wave to the remaining SOCs, bu

end -users or both groups of SOCs
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ch version to a different oup

.ing,whkeh SOCs to study:

design is,pos
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providers. BY

ertmentsl or an acceptable

Andjastyi'user

should be queried on a re

users of careful selected 5Cos and CHs

gr:

basis. This will begin to implemdnt a regular

study of *performance and impact, ;,t will obtain)micrameasdrits, and it provides-

ariental7
1. ,

he heeded before
a .

designa are to be

measuresfIl

carried out

ii'De ailed Example.

any .Uric of tliethree accept
, .6m

at a ltw ttme.

Information Analysil Products

neat of ERIC. Weil over 1000 were predde

are an impbrtant and expensive compb-
9

1975. Several yeaxe,agcl they

occupied e larger n of each CH's budget (Wander reportS40-45%),than they

do now (about ia-m). but that is still a conaiderab
ft

§umably the intended impact of the flPs is- to. make the

k

gle and more understandable by, end- tilers.

s section v.11 briefly revi& Wanger

and will

conducted wh

ducted to assess thei

ey. Pre__

terials more acc ssi-
a

_-=

-study =z the only-study,
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stud 064 527-
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some extent,
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re non-reader
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